
Have you played/earned any of the following chronicle sheets? How many Scarab Sages faction boons have you earned?
#0-14: The Many Fortunes of Grandmaster Torch………….
#2-07: Heresy of Man, Part 2: Where Dark Things Sleep… How many Mendevian Commendation boons have you earned?
#5-12: Destiny of Sands, Part 1: A Bitter Bargain……………..
#6-04: Beacon Below……………………………………………………….
     Did you earn the boon "Honored Acolyte" from #6-04?.
#9-04: The Unseen Inclusion……………………………………………
     Did you earn the boon "Debt to the Scarred Sage?"…….

Does your character have a lawful alignment?............. How much gold has your chacter spent to heal/cure other Pathfinders?
How many prestige has your chacter spent to heal/cure other Pathfinders?

Does your character speak Draconic?

Have you played/earned any of the following chronicle sheets? How many Scarab Sages faction boons have you earned?
#0-14: The Many Fortunes of Grandmaster Torch………….
#2-07: Heresy of Man, Part 2: Where Dark Things Sleep… How many Mendevian Commendation boons have you earned?
#5-12: Destiny of Sands, Part 1: A Bitter Bargain……………..
#6-04: Beacon Below……………………………………………………….
     Did you earn the boon "Honored Acolyte" from #6-04?.
#9-04: The Unseen Inclusion……………………………………………
     Did you earn the boon "Debt to the Scarred Sage?"…….

Does your character have a lawful alignment?............. How much gold has your chacter spent to heal/cure other Pathfinders?
How many prestige has your chacter spent to heal/cure other Pathfinders?

Does your character speak Draconic?

Does your character have any feat, trait, or class features that 
impose or require a code of conduct? If so, how many? _________

Does your character have any strongly dragon-themed feats, traits, 
or class features? If so, how many?    ____________

Has your character earned any mutually exclusive boons? A mutually exclusive boon is one 
in which a choice was made (either by you or your character) that resulted in one boon 
being earned and the other being crossed out.  _________

How many languagues does your character know beyond their racial starting 
languages?

How many bonus Combat Feats has your character earned from class levels?

How many languagues does your character know beyond their racial starting 
languages?

Has your character earned any mutually exclusive boons? A mutually exclusive boon is one 
in which a choice was made (either by you or your character) that resulted in one boon 
being earned and the other being crossed out.  _________
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